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PLOT 2 PERTH ROAD
LITTLE DUNKELD

PH8 0AA





A wonderful opportunity to purchase a newly built four bedroom

detached unique modern, architect designed villa built in Little

Dunkled, a much sought-after area, as noted in a recent Times

advert as the most desirable place to live in Scotland.

The house has been built to the highest standard and is a future

proof, efficient home with the highest level of insulation, Argon

filled Norwegian triple glazing, air source heat pump heating and

hot water.



The house benefits from Nolte German kitchen, Neff appliances, quality showers and bathrooms with porcelain titles, Karndean flooring to the ground floor, fully carpeted first floor, door furniture by Carlisle Brass made

in the UK with Danish top of the range external panelling and metal powder coated guttering. Fully paved and landscaped garden grounds, electric entrance gates.





Key Features

• Nolte German kitchen, Neff appliances

• Quality showers and bathrooms with porcelain titles

• Karndean flooring to the ground floor

• Door furniture by Carlisle Brass made in the UK

• Danish top of the range external panelling and metal powder coated

guttering Fully paved and Landscaped garden grounds

• Electric entrance gates



Situated within the sought-after Perthshire village of Little Dunkeld and built by a renowned local

family-based builder with a track record of producing the highest quality build specification with

the emphasis on attention to detail gives the purchaser the chance to own a completely

bespoke house.

Within the villages there are a host of excellent services and amenities including various quality

restaurants and eateries, local shops, bank, post office, doctors' surgery, the highly regarded

Birnam Institute Arts and Conference centre, the Royal School of Dunkeld and nursery all within

walking distance. There is also a regular bus service located close to the development itself and

a mainline railway station with daily services to various destinations around Scotland and the

UK. There is a nearby golf course and the famous River Tay runs nearby offering fantastic

salmon fishing opportunities. Many pleasant country and riverside walks can be enjoyed from

your doorstep and excellent road links give access to other destinations including Perth (12

miles), Dundee (39 miles), Edinburgh (58 miles) and Glasgow (70 miles).
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PROPOSED 2 HOUSE DEVELOPMENT AT PERTH ROAD LITTLE DUNKELD

p r o p o s e d  f o u n d a t i o n ,  g r o u n d  a n d  u p p e r  f l o o r  l a y o u t     6 7 9 5  5 0  1 0 1  A

t h i s  d r a w i n g  i s  p r o t e c t e d  b y  c o p y r i g h t .   i t  m a y  n o t  b e  r e p r o d u c e d  i n  a n y  f o r m  o r  b y  a n y  m e a n s  f o r  a n y  p u r p o s e ,  w i t h o u t  g a i n i n g  p r i o r  w r i t t e n  p e r m i s s i o n  f r o m  j o n  f r u l l a n i  a r c h i t e c t  l t d .
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bathroom to be fitted with a 15 l/sec wall

mounted extract fan ducted through wall

and wired to a switch located outside the

bathroom

fan to be a humidistat type fan

en-suite to be fitted with a 15 l/sec wall

mounted extract fan ducted through wall

and wired to a switch located outside the

en-suite fan to be a humidistat type fan

en-suite to be fitted with a 15 l/sec wall

mounted extract fan ducted through wall

and wired to a switch located outside the

en-suite fan to be a humidistat type fan

shower room to be fitted with a 15 l/sec

wall mounted extract fan ducted through

wall and wired to a switch located outside

the shower room

fan to be a humidistat type fan

utility room to be fitted with a 30

l/sec ceiling mounted extract fan

ducted between joists to external

air and wired to an independent

switch

fan to be a humidistat type fan

robust wall construction to shower room

walls lined with 18 mm thick plywood

behind plasterboard to take retro fit grab

rails at some time in the future

1200 x 1200 plate outside door laid to fall

at not more than 1 in 50 away from the

building to cast rainwater away form the

house and laid level with the floor level of

the house

front door to have a minimum clear width

of 800 mm measured from the face of the

door in the open position to the face of the

stop on the opposite post

the internal drying space should have a

volume of at least 1m3 and should have

no dimension less than 700mm.

the area should allow space for at least

1700 mm of clothes line per apartment

this can be in the form of a ceiling

mounted cloths pulley

garage area to be fitted with 2 x

215 x 140  fresh air inlets one

each at high and low level

garage area to be fitted with 2 x

215 x 140  fresh air inlets one

each at high and low level

EXTERNAL steps to have a going of 275

mm and a rise of 170 mm.

proposed accessible

entrance

void over

entrance

1500 x 1500

maneuvering space

3000 x 4000

maneuvering space

the accessible threshold to be thresholds should be designed to prevent the ingress of rain. Details in the DETR

publication ‘Accessible Thresholds in New Housing’ gives guidance on how this might be achieved

the externally, the surface of the plat should be not more than 10mm below the leading edge of any sill, with any exposed

edge chamfered or rounded

an external sill or internal transition unit should be at an angle of not more than 15º from the horizontal and, if sloping, be not

more than 150mm in length

the threshold should either be level or of a height and form that will neither impede unassisted access by a wheelchair user

nor create a trip hazard. A threshold piece should have a height of not more than 15mm, with any vertical element of more

than 5mm height being pencil-rounded or chamfered to an angle of not more than 45º from the horizontal

if the finished internal floor level is more than 15mm below the top of the threshold, an

internal transition unit, of not more than 15º to the horizontal, finishing not more than 5mm above the internal floor surface

may be used, in accordance with the guidance In new buildings, this should normally only be needed to allow flexibility in

subsequent fitting of differing thickness of floor coverings.
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heating system

heating to be by means of air source heat pump for full specification and

location see full SAP calculations

heating system to be installed in accordance with manufacturers

recommendations and full specification

system to be linked to wet underfloor heating system (ground floor only)

installed in accordance with manufacturers in top screed and to suitably

located and sized wall mounted radiators at first floor all fitted with TRVs

insulation of pipes, ducts and vessels

The insulation of pipes, ducts and vessels is to be in accordance with the

guidance as set out in the Domestic Building Services Compliance Guide for

Scotland which can be found at

(http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/Building/Building-standards/

techbooks/techhandbooks/dbscgs.)

ground floor to be fitted with under floor heating and upper floor being fitted

with wall mounted radiators all to be designed by heating engineers to suit

the appropriate room and be located as shown on the drawings unless

otherwise instructed by the client

all radiators to be fitted with TRVs

House to be fitted with a 210 L hot water cylinder factory insulated with 80

mm minimum insulation

Houses to achieve Pressure test, result q50 of 5.00

proposed hot water cylinder as specified

by energy efficiency consultant

door between the garage and hall to be a 1/2 hour

self closing fire door and fitted with intumescent

strips and smoke seals on both edges and the top

of the door

revision (A) 2023 04 20 note re fire door to garage added and note added with reference to

cleaning upper floor windows

where no balcony is provided and the external surfaceof a window can not be

safely cleaned from inside the building  in accordance with clause 4.8.3 of the

technical standard these surfaces are to be cleaned by

a) a professionally employed window cleaning operative

b) with the use of a pressurised pole system specifically designed for use on

windows in these locations
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To find out more contact Clyde Property Perth: 26 George Street, Perth, Perthshire PH1 5JR T: 01738 507 070 E: perth@clydeproperty.co.uk


